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Abstract. The method of investigation of residual temperature stresses in the butt contour of the 
welded joint "shell – plate" made of carbon and high-alloy structural steels during multi-pass 
welding is described. The temperature problem was solved on the basis of the obtained 
experimental data of temperature measurement at the reference points of the structure during the 
application of the rollers. A solution is proposed that takes into account several stages, each of 
which corresponds to a specific intermediate temperature field due to the peculiarities of welding 
technology. The evaluation of residual stresses was carried out on the basis of the energy theory 
of plasticity, taking into account the dependences of the yield strength and elastic modulus of 
welded metals on temperature. 
Introduction 
In engineering practice, when designing welded structures made of low-carbon or alloy steel, it is 
assumed that local deformations themselves cannot exhaust the plasticity reserve of mild steel and, 
consequently, cracks cannot form [1]. In fact, a sharp drop in thickness in the places of the welded 
joint of individual parts of the bearing body leads to the formation of local zones with high values 
of temperature stresses and deformations. The different thickness of the shell structure leads to an 
uneven distribution of the temperature gradient between the front and inner surfaces, one of which 
experiences tensile stresses, the other, on the contrary, compressive. In addition, the mechanisms 
of the occurrence of shrinkage stresses have not been sufficiently studied, which, together with the 
acting force factors during operation, can be "dangerous" and contribute to the formation of 
microcracks and further crack development [2].  

In many cases, when welding, studies of thermal processes with sufficient accuracy are carried 
out using the results obtained in the theory of thermal processes [3, 4].  

However, exact quantitative dependences cannot be obtained only theoretically, since the 
assessment of welding stresses and deformations includes consideration of issues of a number of 
scientific disciplines: thermal conductivity, elasticity, plasticity and creep of metals in a wide range 
of rapidly changing temperatures [5].  

In this paper, methods for estimating residual stresses and deformations caused by welding 
processes are proposed based on an experimental study of the thermal process of multi-pass 
welding.  
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Characteristics of the investigated welded structure Fig. 1. shows the welded joint and the 
scheme of applying the weld. A welded joint from the position of mechanics can be conditionally 
considered as a "shell – plate" joint. A pipe of considerable length is welded to the base of sufficient 
thickness. The material of the plate is low-carbon steel 20, the material of the shell (tube) is high-
alloy austenitic steel. The technological properties of these steels in terms of weldability are good.  

 
Fig. 1. Sample (a) and scheme of welding seam (b): 1 – footing; 2 – tube; 3 –distribution of the 

temperature gradient along the contour of the welded joint "shell - plate" 
A distinctive feature of the welded joint is the welding of a pipe of considerable length, which, 

under conditions of thermal loading by a movable heat source, can lead to significant warping of 
the structure. The welded joint is non-reversible. The welding method is manual electric arc 
melting of the electrode. The roller was applied manually with the breakdown of the welded 
contour into sectors "0-1", "1-2", "2-3", "3-4". 

In accordance with the typical welding process, the recommended welding current values range 
from 20 to 70 A per welding pass. Thus, in one pass of the electrode when welding butt joints, 
depending on the value of the welding current, the effective thermal power can vary between 22 
and 32%. 
Purpose and methodology of the experiment 
The purpose of the experiment was to study temperature fields and deformation processes in the 
zone of technological influence during multi-pass welding of the shell –plate joint under various 
conditions of thermal loading by welding current: with a decrease and increase in welding current 
by 6%. within the normal mode.  

The experimental work included two stages. The first stage included multi-pass application of 
the welding seam in accordance with the accepted welding modes.  

The second stage consisted in measuring the temperature in the vicinity of the points 
corresponding to the sector welding in one pass (points 1, 2, 3, 4, Fig. 1 (b)). Temperature 
measurement was carried out at these points three times with a time interval of 2, 5, 5 minutes after 
each measurement. The measuring device is a contact digital thermometer of the TK 5-0.1 brand. 
The measurement accuracy is 1°C. The welded joint was cooled in natural conditions in air at a 
temperature of 20°C.  

Table 1 shows the obtained data on the temperature distribution in the welded circuit after the 
fifth pass. 
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Table 1. Temperature change in the contour connection after the fifth pass 

Time, s Temperature, 
°С 

Characteristic points 
ti  ∆t 0 1 2 3 4 

120 120 Т1  200 250 245 270 303 
420 300 Т2  250 225 245 210 250 

∆Т, °С +50 –25 0 –60 –53 
Rate of temperature 

change|∆Т| / ∆ t, °С/sec 
0.166 0.083 0 0.2 0.176 

Average value of the rate of 
temperature change, °С/ sec 

0.125 

The rate of temperature change was determined by the formula 

2 1

2 1

T TT
t t t

−∆
=

∆ −
.                                                                                                                           (1) 

Here Т1 and Т2 are the temperature at the first and second measurements, t2 and t1 are the 
intermediate values of the temperature measurement time: t1 = 120 s, t2 = 420 s. The time interval 
during which the rate of cooling of the welded joint in air was determined was ∆ t = 300 s.  

The graph of the temperature gradient distribution along the contour of the welded joint at the 
fifth pass is shown in Fig. 1 (c). The results of the conducted studies of the distribution of high-
gradient temperature fields and modeling of the thermal process are presented in [6-8].  

For welding processes, in approximate calculations of welding stresses, it is necessary to have 
dependences of the yield strength and elastic modulus of the metals being welded on temperature. 
Moreover, residual stresses occur after the complete cooling of the welded structure. The reason 
for the formation of residual stresses is uneven heating and plastic deformation of the metal during 
heating [5]. Approaches and methods to the determination of residual stresses in the butt contour 
of the welded joint will be based on the work [5, 9, 10]  

To determine the level of residual stresses in the contour of the weld and the near-weld zone, 
we will use the methodology described in [10], where the value of the yield strength of the material 
is taken as the boundary above which residual stresses appear. In accordance with this , we will 
determine the residual stresses from the equality 

maxres Tσ = σ −σ ,                                                                                                                        (2) 

Where σres are residual stresses; σmax are maximum stresses; σТ  is the yield strength of the 
material. 

The determination of the maximum values of temperature stresses will be determined from the 
solution of the temperature problem by the graphoanalytic method, using experimental data of 
temperature measurement at reference points (Fig. 1), taking into account the methodology of work 
[5]. Thus, the solution of the problem is divided into two stages: the solution of the temperature 
problem and the problem of stresses in the elastic-plastic formulation.  

The graphoanalytical method for determining temperature fields as a function of T (r, θ, t) in 
the welded contour of the shell–plate joint is based on a step-by-step solution, each of which 
corresponds to a specific intermediate value of temperature in time measured experimentally, 
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Table 1. Figure 2 (a, b, c) shows the graphical distribution of temperature fields in the radial 
direction according to the results of the experiment.  

Fig. 2 (a) shows the distribution of the temperature field in the contour of the "shell – plate" 
welded joint two minutes after applying the roller along the entire contour in accordance with the 
scheme of Fig. 1. There is a relative uniform temperature redistribution from point " 0 "to point" 
4». After 7 minutes after applying the roller over the entire contour, the distribution pattern 
changed, Fig. 2 (b). The greatest heat capacity is observed in the sector of the contour "2-4". 

 

 
Fig. 2. a, b, c – distribution of temperature fields in the radial direction of the contour; d – 

Stress distribution zones 

The distribution of the temperature field in the contour of the welded joint for the time ∆ t = 
300 s = 5 min is shown in Fig. 2 (c). The highest rate of temperature redistribution is observed in 
the vicinity of point "1", and in the sector of the contour "0 – 1" at the intersection of the two 
curves, the temperature is redistributed to its increase in the coordinate ϕ = 23.928°С. 

In accordance with the theory of welding deformations and stresses [5, 11, 12], it should be 
assumed that the vicinity of the near-weld zone 0-1-2 is most susceptible to the formation of hot 
cracks. The stress problem will be considered in the first approximation as axisymmetric, despite 
the fact that the circular seam is not welded at the same time and the conditions for the formation 
of metal deformations are different in the zones around the circumference. We divide the section 
of the welded joint into three zones (Fig. 2 (d)): inner, middle and outer, we have three rings with 
conditional boundaries of transition from one ring to another in the radial direction 1-2, 2-3. 

Zone 2 corresponds to the tensile stress zone in a conventional straight seam and is characterized 
by high stresses σt2, close to the yield strength. The voltage σr1-2 acts on the inner zone, the voltage 
σr2-3 acts on the outer zone. Since ring 2 is balanced, then the inequality is valid 

2 3 1 2r r− −σ > σ .                                                                                                                             (3) 

In low-carbon and austenitic steels, zone 2 is in a plastic state. Let's write down the plasticity 
condition [5] 

2 2 2
2 2 2 2 0r t r t Tσ +σ −σ σ −σ = .                                                                                                       (4) 

Taking into account (4), we write the differential equilibrium equation for our case in the for 

2 22 2
2

3
2 4

r r
T r

dr
dr
σ σ

= − − σ − σ .                                                                                                  (5) 
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We write down the boundary conditions at the boundaries of the transition from one ring to 
another in the radial direction 1-2, 2-3 

1r r= ; 2 1 2r r −σ = σ ; and 2r r= ; 2 2 3r r −σ = σ .                                                                              (6) 

Taking into account (6), we find the solution of the differential equation (5) in the form 

2 2
2 3 2 3

2 32 1 2

2 21
1 2 1 2

321 3 3 34ln ln arcsin arcsin
2 4 4 432

4

r T r
r r

T T
r T r

r
r

− −
− −

− −

 
σ − σ − σ      σ σ = − − −       σ σ       σ − σ − σ 

 

.         (7) 

It follows that a specific value of σr1-2 in the radial direction corresponds to a specific value of 
the voltage σr2-3 and a very specific distribution of stresses in zone 2. The temperature stresses in 
the radial direction are determined by the formula [9] 

( ) ( )
( )

,
2 1r

E T t r
t

α ∆
σ =

−ν
,                                                                                                             (8) 

where ∆T (t, r), is the rate of temperature change in the radial direction.  
To estimate the temperature stresses in the welded circuit, we will take into account the 

distribution of the temperature field in the contour of the welded joint, using the proposed 
graphoanalytic method, Fig. 2 (a, b, c). The temperature stresses obtained by calculation, which 
exceed the value of the yield strength, can be considered residual stresses in the weld contour. 
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